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T he three certainties in the life of an IT
manager are death, taxes, and the rapid

growth of data storage. Today’s e-business
and CRM applications create and consume
vast quantities of data, and there is no sign
of a slowdown in the amount of storage
needed to contain this data.

According to IDC, disk storage revenues
alone will climb from $28.4 billion in 1999
to $53.3 billion by 2004, despite an order-of-
magnitude reduction in the price per gigabyte
over that period. EMC, in its recent publicity,
expressed this growth prospect somewhat
more dramatically, saying that there will be
more information created over the next
three years than in the last 40,000 years
combined (though how much of that “infor-
mation” will actually inform anyone is
another question).

If you are wondering what this data
explosion really means in terms of growth
potential for electronic storage, the University
of California at Berkeley has produced a
200-page document on the subject
(www.sims.berkeley.edu/how-much-info).
The document concludes: “The world’s
total yearly production of print, film, optical,
and magnetic content would require roughly
1.5 billion gigabytes of storage. This is the
equivalent of 250MB per person for each
man, woman, and child on earth.”

A pretty healthy market it seems. And, as
the price of online storage is reduced, new
applications are developed to consume
more storage. This might explain why storage
vendors tend to buck the general downward
trend in IT revenues, and why the number
of IT press announcements devoted to
storage developments and alliances is
definitely increasing.

IBM, Hitachi, EMC, Compaq, Dell, HP,
Sun — the traditional names in hardware
— are putting many of their investment

eggs into the storage basket, supported to
varying degrees by data management special-
ists such as Veritas and BMC, and by switch
providers like Brocade. All have moved their
focus away from traditional server-dependent
DASD drives, arrays and tape silos toward
storage area networks (SANs) and virtual
tape systems (where, incidentally, StorageTek
is making a big comeback).

It has to be said that storage vendors have
also started to focus heavily on the small-to-
medium-sized enterprise (SME) marketplace,
where there are potentially far more cus-
tomers and more opportunities to sell
“packaged” solutions. For medium-sized
companies, with relatively few platforms to
support, there are some very attractive
open networked storage solutions on the
market. These solutions provide ample
scalability and acceptable levels of man-
ageability for e-business.

The large enterprise has an equally
voracious appetite for improved storage
solutions, but the management issues here
are considerably more complex. With a
wide range of heterogeneous platforms and
applications to support and, more signifi-
cantly, a range of often incompatible data
management tools, the idea of a genuine
“shared data” architecture must seem like a
pipe dream for many organizations.
Moreover, while large companies have
mature procedures in place for managing
their established pool of centralized stor-
age, most of the data growth is occurring on
distributed Web and application servers,
where storage management can be primitive
to say the least. It is essential to integrate
the disparate elements of storage manage-
ment within the enterprise. As Xephon
Research Associate Geoff Norman puts it,
“An organization without a centralized,
automated data management strategy and a

sound data storage infrastructure will, at the
very least, suffer in competition with those
that have both in place.”

SANs promise huge advances by uncou-
pling the storage sub-system from specific
servers, releasing processor MIPS and
channels, and providing applications with
much more flexible access to various data
sources. But for all their flexibility, many of
the solutions currently available use propri-
etary (or at least non-standard) techniques
for sharing and managing resources. If we
are really going to unlock vast reserves of
legacy data for critical CRM and e-business
applications, there are some fundamental
issues that need to be addressed in the
underlying storage architecture to improve
both utilization levels and to eradicate non-
availability of data. These issues include
extending data center disciplines across the
whole storage environment; improving
open interfaces for developing new tools;
handling on-the-fly format translation;
making greater use of intelligent agents for
handling priorities and data migration; and
increasing the degree of synergy between
application and data management models.

In recent months, we have seen a whole
series of collaborations between storage
vendors, as they pool their expertise and
make their data management products more
compatible with one another. There are still
many technical obstacles to overcome, but
suppliers are moving in the right direction.
Such cooperation is absolutely essential if
storage management is going to make a full
contribution to IT support.

Mark Lillycrop is director of research at
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